
 

1 Fusiliers Boxing Team 

Army Inter Units ¼ Final 1 Fusiliers v 5 Rifles 

 

 

1 Fusiliers Boxing Team came away with 7-2 Victory against a brave and courageous 5 Rifles Team.  
The experience of the Fusiliers partnered with aggression, fitness and courage led to a dominating 
and commanding performance.   

A 6-week training plan consisting of two weeks away from Tidworth in the NE and NW of England, 
numerous sparring sessions and lots of dedicated coaching and skills sessions have made up the bulk 
of the training.  Meticulous planning and preparation on behalf of the coaches and dedication from 
our warriors in the ring has put the 1 Fusiliers Boxing Team in a very good place.  

Fight week saw the GSG set up as a Fusilier boxing arena with assistance coming from all areas of the 
Battalion.  A special mention should go to the Head Coach (Sgt Carling) and PT Staff for a top-class 
set up at the venue.  

A Tribal atmosphere from the crowd added an extra layer of pressure for the 5 Rifles team but 
ultimately the best team got a well-deserved win. A breakdown of the fights is below. 



   

 

 
First up for 1 Fusiliers was Fus Nolan at 56kg. 

Once settled, Fus Nolan won all three rounds, showing dominance on the front foot taking 
the fight to the Rifleman who could not take the pressure from one of the Fusiliers more 
experienced boxers.  Fus Nolan won the bout with a unanimous decision. 1-0! Fusiliers 



    

 

 
LCpl Hannifin stepped in to the ring next at 60kg. 

LCpl Hannifin worked out his opponent in the early stages of the bout and landed some 
outstanding combinations on him.  These combinations resulted in the Rifleman taking some 
big blows to the head and receiving several standing counts.  The referee made the correct 
decision to end the bout resulting in a first round stoppage.  2-0 Fusiliers!! 



    

 

Fus Joyce was next out for the Fusiliers at 64kg. 

Fus Joyce came up against the Rifles most experience boxer with a very impressive record. 
However, Fus Joyce was ruthless from the start.  He fought on the front foot, working his 
angles and phases with precise finishing, winning all three rounds by unanimous decision.  
Fus Joyce also won best boxer on the night and well deserved.  3-0 Fusiliers!!   



   

 

 

Fus Worrall stood up next for the Fusiliers at 69Kg. 

This was the last bout before the interval.  The bout started off even, with both boxers 
deciding to go to war from the first bell.  Each boxer landed some big shots, but when Fus 
Worrall started to box it was clear to see that he was on another level to his opponent. Fus 
Worrall started to dominate the exchanges on the front foot leading him to a well-deserved 
unanimous decision. 4-0!! Fusiliers.  



    

 

 

5th Bout of the evening was Fus Whitehead at 75Kg. 

Fus Whitehead started the bout very calm, trying to work his opponent out, picking him off 
with precise shots.  Towards the end of the first round Fus Whitehead landed a perfectly 
timed rear hand which wobbled the Rifleman.  Second round young Whitehead picked up 
the pace resulting in a second standing count before the referee decided the Rifleman had 
taken enough punishment.  5-0!! 1 Fusiliers had secured their place into the Semi Final for 
the first time since 2016.   



    

 

 

Next up at 81Kg was LCpl Geary. 

The 6th bout of the evening seen LCpl Geary come up against a strong Rifleman who came 
forward from the first bell.  Unfortunately, LCpl Geary’s work rate fell short which resulted 
in the Rifleman taking a unanimous decision. 5-1 Fusiliers.  



   

 

 

86Kg Seen Cpl Gregory up for the Fusiliers. 

7th Bout of the night seen Cpl Gregory step into the ring.  It was a great fight with both 
boxers going to war from the first bell.  It was the boxer from the Fusiliers however that 
showed superior levels of fitness and he also got the better of the exchanges.  Cpl Gregory 
took another unanimous decision.  6-1 Fusiliers   



   

 

 

Next up at 91Kg was Cpl Byrne. 

Cpl Byrne was next up representing the hackle, he boxed well, finishing off each exchange 
with a 3-4 punch combination which unsteadied his opponent.  Cpl Byrne’s hard work and 
effort resulted in him taking another unanimous decision for the Fusiliers.  Cpl Byrne 
dedicated his training and fight to his grandad that has recently passed away.   7-1 Fusiliers 



   

 

 

100Kg LCpl Spencer. 

Last bout of the evening was LCpl Spencer.  It was a fiery start to the first round with both 
boxers coming out with both guns blazing, landing some very heavy shots to one another.  
Spencer showed great heart, determination and will power to get back up off the canvas 
from a very hard-hitting undefeated Rifleman, earning him the respect from all spectators.  
It was the Rifleman that took the unanimous decision.  7-2 Fusiliers.  



 

Commanding Officer 1 Fusiliers Lt Col Chris Head MBE MC praising all boxers on their 
courage during a great night of sport.   

 

 

 

 

When the Boxers start this journey, they are all to a man looked in the eye and asked, ‘do 
you want to fight for this Battalion?’.  This comes with the weight lying on their shoulders to 
follow fighting men who have come before them and live up to the reputation and history 
that our previous fighters have and our crowd expects.  To a man, they all looked back at me 
with a resounding ‘Yes’.  We have beaten a brave but inexperienced side in 5 Rifles, the 
Boxers and Coaches have done us proud and we are where we want to be as a Boxing Team.  
The next step now is to move on to another level against what will be a dedicated and fit 3 
PARA Team on 11th Apr 19.  The Team, Coaches and Boxing Officer thank you for your 
support so far, however, we are only just getting started …………. 

 


